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1. Introduction 
 

On the 1st of October in 2019, protests broke out in the city of Baghdad, Iraq, which 

soon amounted to a massive uprising throughout the whole country. Protests were not 

a new phenomenon in Iraq – for years, smaller demonstrations had taken place in 

different regions to voice discontent over unemployment, water shortages or power 

cuts. However, the October- or “Tishreen”-protests marked a case of precedence: 

protesters called for a complete transformation of the political system, and under this 

demand for the first-time united various ethno-sectarian groups. Through this rising 

revolution, previously divided Iraqis started to imagine a new Iraq together and began 

building a new collective national identity. The October uprisings rapidly extended 

over the border of Iraq and into other continents. Especially many members from its 

large diaspora followed the situation in Iraq closely and some diaspora communities 

participated with online support, dissemination of information or their activation in 

Iraqi diaspora associations. Especially the United Kingdom (UK) comprises of a large 

community of Iraqis who are more politically active compared to the diaspora in other 

countries. Therefore, through contact with friends and family from Iraq, following of 

news and online stories, and participating in UK Iraqi initiatives, it is only likely that 

Iraqis shared in the outrage, demands and dreams of the protestors in their homeland. 

As political actions of the uprisings spilled over into the UK Iraqi community, one 

might wonder if the change in identity in Iraq also had impacts on its diaspora in the 

UK.  

 

National identity as it is perceived of citizens of one state can already be fe lt differently 

among, e.g., different ethnic groups of the same state. What impact, then, does national 

identity building in the home state have on its diaspora in another state? Can especially 

a social movement, such as the October protests, shape national identities, and if yes 

what are the factors that shape these? This is the question I aim to answer in this thesis. 

I argue that national identities are concepts that can change over time, are constructed 

within a social setting, and can therefore be significantly shaped by a social movement. 

Likewise, the national identity of Iraqis in the UK has been significantly shaped by the 

repercussions of the October uprisings, especially through the participation of Iraqis 

in diasporic political engagement.  
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To unfold this argument, I will first define national identity and nationalism 

conceptually, which arise from but also reinforce an imagination of a specific 

community as argued by Benedict Anderson. National identities can be shaped both by 

the nation state as a government, as well as its citizens, but signify a strong rootedness, 

belonging, and unity within a national community, which can influence people’s 

actions to great extents. As a second step, I turn to social movements as acts of political 

contention and examine their function in shaping collective and national identity, as a 

prerequisite to understand the protests in Iraq. Here it is argued that both identity 

forms can be constructed within a (nationalist) movement as a shared action sys tem 

between people, in which those form a collective self-awareness. It becomes clear that 

this can take place through physical and online spaces alike , especially with the 

growing use of information and communication technologies (ICTs). Third, it is crucial 

to examine diasporas and their involvement in diaspora politics and identity, to later 

assess the role of the Iraqi diaspora in the UK. Diasporas tend to share an interest in 

homeland events, often retain their homeland’s national identity, and take part in 

home state politics from a distance. My interest in this matter, therefore, is how a 

developing national identity in a social movement at home is transmitted to active 

members of a diaspora.  

 

In my fifth step, I examine this on the case of Iraq’s 2019 October Protests, which, as 

above described, majorly influenced the reclaiming of a national identity. After giving 

a short background of the protests, my subsequent empirical analysis of the 

engagement of UK-based Iraqis in the movement focuses mainly on social media 

content. Here, I divide my findings into the following aspects that impacted national 

identity building in British Iraqis: diasporic associations and their activities, public 

events like protests and fundraisers, art, and general social media interaction. In the 

analysis I find that symbolism, the spreading of a collective narrative and ideology, and 

the building of community and networks were all part of those different forms of 

political contention displayed over social media. In the conclusion these findings will 

be evaluated, and their significance weighed up to the wider framework of nation states 

and social movements. Generally, it must be clarified that how national identity 

develops is highly dependent on its circumstances, hence the aim of this thesis is to 

contribute to current national identity and social movement research and encourage 

reflections on newer waves of social movements.   
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2. Conceptualizing national identity and nationalism 
 

From birth, our personal and collective identity, and feeling of belonging are connected 

to the state in which we were born and/or grew up in, or where our parents did. Still, 

as analyses of authors like Benedict Anderson and Anthony Smith show, the nation 

state is not a natural creation, but socially and historically constructed. Their 

definitions, contrasting older theories of nationalism, aid in understanding national 

identities in their concepts and realities today. They will also provide for a theoretical 

context in which to locate later findings on national identity as it applies to British 

Iraqis during the October protests influenced by its citizens.  

 

According to Anderson (1991, 6), a nation is an imagined political community: despite 

never knowing most of their co-citizens, members create an image of this community, 

resulting in a perception of comradeship. In this, he takes on a post-modernist theory 

of the nation state. This image was first enabled by print-capitalism of the 16th century, 

and later nationalist movements created the emerging nation states in Europe (ibid., 

40-42). In this time, a first awareness and understanding were established between 

people of one political region, resulting in an imagination of new communities (ibid.). 

Anthony Smith (1995, 16) slightly alters Andersons definition and argues that an 

important part in national consciousness and nationalism is the re-invention and 

reinterpretation of a shared history, which gives the impression of unity, continuity 

and uniqueness. In this, he critiques both the post-modernist and “perennial” views of 

the nation (ibid., 12). While post-modernists see the nation as only represented 

through an almost arbitrarily constructed imagery (ibid., 9), the latter present it as a 

natural development from an ancestral form of the same nation (ibid., 12). Much more 

plausibly, he suggests, nationalists play an intervening role with motivating (scattered) 

communities to recompose their memories into a collective interpretation (ibid., 17). 

This nationalist ideology results in people seeing themselves as part of one nation, and 

distinguish themselves from others outside of the nation (Anderson 1991, 7).  

The idea of a nation, though, is not necessarily chained to the nation’s territory since it 

comes alive in people’s minds. Anderson (1998, 73) argues that people in exile have 

often contributed and heavily supported nationalist movements and developments in 

their home states, and terms this “long-distance nationalism”. In this view, emigrants 

remain sometimes equally important to the imagination of a national community, 

though they might have left their home state’s territory.  
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As Sidney Tarrow (2008, 58) analyzes in his study of social movements, “state building 

provided an opportunity structure for emerging movements, and movements of 

ordinary people helped to shape each future state”. This shows the important role that 

movements played in the expansion and consolidation of states, and state formation 

cannot be viewed apart from the agency of ordinary people. The new nationalist 

movements referred to their “entitlement to a nation state” that matched the 

communities “ancient” connection to each other (Anderson 1991, 83). Much later, 

when World War I marked an end to dynasties, nation states became the new 

international norm, shown in the League of Nations (ibid., 113). Thus, nation states 

emerged through changes in thinking that came about in the Enlightenment. This time 

sparked political participation of ordinary people, and in consequence social 

movements emerged, which significantly shaped today’s system of nation states. To 

understand the interplay of social movements and national identity, the next section 

will provide for a conceptual background of social movements.  

 

3. Social movements and identity  
 
The Literature of social movements in relation to identity spans a wide field of theories 

and authors, among them Charles Tilly, Alberto Melucci, Sidney Tarrow, and Donatella 

Della Porta. In the following, I will focus on collective identity as opposed to individual 

or social identity, as the former plays a more significant role in the building of social 

movements in relation to national identity. 

 

Tilly (2002, 88) defines social movements as “a kind of campaign […], [which] 

demands righting of a wrong, most often a wrong suffered by a well-specified 

population”. This movement presents a persistent challenge to the people in power, 

held up by the people under their rule (ibid., 90). Tarrow (2008, 3) goes further and 

allocates social movements under the umbrella term of “contentious collective action”. 

He states that “collective action becomes contentious when it is used by people who 

lack regular access to institutions, who act in the name of new or unaccepted claims, 

and who behave in ways that fundamentally challenge others or authorities” (ibid.). 

From a perspective of solidarity, Melucci adds that these forms of collective 

mobilization are voluntary actions sparked by feelings of altruism, necessity and an 
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identification with the movement’s demands (Melucci 2004, 48). Hence, people will 

participate if they sense a matching interest and purpose between themselves and the 

movement.  

 

Social movements can take on multiple forms of organization and activity repertoires, 

and are not limited to specific forms of action (Tarrow 2008, 104). Associations and 

organizations built by a few or many people may arrange actions such as lobbying of 

officials, protests, marches or demonstrations, educational activities, think of slogans 

and signs   (Tilly 2002, 90). The objective of these actions is to transmit certain 

ideologies, such as the feminist movements of the 1960s demanded gender equality in 

the U.S. (Hassan and Staggenborg 2015, 348). Melucci (2004, 49) asserts that a 

movement usually does not live a unified reality internally, but rather joins different 

roles and views and respectively different associations. Externally, though, the actors 

might still be perceived as a unity.  

 

While previous research concluded that movement actors were only held in a 

movement because of certain incentives or material benefits (see: resource 

mobilization theory, Jenkins 1983, 528),  authors like Melucci emphasize the role of 

collective identity in recruiting and sustaining movement participants (Melucci 2004, 

49). As he puts it, collective identity is a “shared definition produced by interacting 

individuals or groups, […] and refers to a process of ‘constructing’ an action system, 

through active relationships between the actors who communicate, influence each 

other, negotiate, and make decisions.” (ibid., 45). This process includes a degree of 

emotional investment and, consequently, building of trust. Whereas Melucci’s 

argumentation shows collective identity as something fluid and continually 

constructed, Rogers Brubaker argues collective identity to “[denote] a fundamental 

and consequential ‘sameness’ among members of a group”, objectively or subjectively 

felt (Brubaker 2006, 34). This implies a stronger permanence in collective identity. 

Brubaker distinguishes between this identity and the one produced by social and 

political action, which he argues to be a more processual and interactively formed 

“collective self-understanding” (ibid.), coming closer to Melucci’s definition. Other 

authors share this assessment, stating that identity construction forms a crucial 

component, and not just a precondition for collective action as it manifests in social 

movements (Della Porta and Diani 2004, 87). The emerging movement culture and 

network keep people engaged with the movement, nurture sustained solidarity and 
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with this, can sustain a movement over a long period of time. Without strong feelings 

of identity, actors would refrain from the time investment and risks that social 

movements often include (Della Porta and Diani 2004, 88).  

 

National identity is another form of collective identity and can therefore be equally 

shaped by a movement if it employs nationalist claims. National identity is formed by 

the unchosen, natural affinity one feels towards a nation, and previously stated 

community feeling fostered by nationalist ideologies (Anderson 1991, 143). 

Consequently, people of one nation feel like they inevitably belong to this community 

and can even develop love for their home nation (ibid.). A collective “we” is 

constructed, in the same effect as collective identity built in other social movements. 

Furthermore, Tilly argues that national identity can be a specific collective identity 

actors adopt in political contention, which alters as political networks, opportunities of 

action, or strategies shift (Tilly 2002, 81). An example for this can be the 2011 Egyptian 

revolution against President Mubarak’s government, which produced an ideology of 

“the people” (Hassan and Staggenborg 2015, 346). This decentralized grass-roots 

movement continued its development of a community in online spaces, in the face of  

growing restrictions (ibid.). Whereas the state itself cannot create identities, its 

government can act as a powerful identifier and employ its material and symbolic 

resources to impose certain categories and social structures (Brubaker 2006, 43). This 

can reproduce or maintain certain identities. Still, the leaders of a social movement can 

challenge these official identifications established by the nation state and propose 

alternative ones (ibid.). In other words, national identities are not fixed or solely 

changeable by the nation state – they can be influenced and constructed by any 

movement that mobilizes people for collective action addressing a government or the 

nation state per se.  

 

Research has found that some aspects in social movements specifically foster the 

building of national identity (Jaworsky 2015). While administrative and logistical tasks 

in a social movement are the factors that keep it alive organizationally, they do not 

contribute primarily to the building of collective identity. Rather, what has proven to 

foster collective identity are images, icons, symbols and narratives that are spread 

through respective groups (Jaworsky 2015, 587). Accordingly, Jaworsky for example 

found in her examination of U.S. immigrant identity, that symbols, images and 

narratives around dimensions such as the “hard worker”, the family and about 
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“deserving citizenship” were what was most used but also what most resulted in the 

construction of a U.S.-identity for immigrants (Jaworsky 2015, 587).  

 

With the development of ICTs, movement building has also transcended into online 

spaces such as social media, which play a significant role in both organizing within the 

social movement, reaching the public audience, as well as community building (Hassan 

and Staggenborg 2015, 347). While earlier research of the 2000s had suggested that 

ICTs are less impactful in building collective identity and community (Wall 2007, 273), 

research that dates after the rise of social media platforms suggests otherwise 

(Greijdanus et al. 2020, 51).   

However, the success of ICTs to foster identity building depends on the context: On the 

one hand, ICTs provide open spaces to express oneself, disseminate symbols, 

narratives and images, often without restrictions and risks of offline settings and with 

the possibility of staying anonymous (Priante et al. 2018, 2659). Especially in 

transnational settings, ICTs have proven effective in building solidarity, and network 

interaction that developed identity (ibid.). On the other hand, a strong organizational 

centralization or coordinative structures in ICT spaces hindered actors in developing 

strong personal ties with others. In less democratic settings, governments can also 

repress online movement organizing, or restrict internet access altogether (Greijdanus 

et al. 2020, 51). Still, ICTs can contribute significantly to the development of a 

collective identity, networks, and the transmission of claims, even if the actors do not 

always meet in free physical spaces (Hassan and Staggenborg 2015, 349).  

 

In short, social movements are sustained and collective actions of contention by a 

population against an entity in power. Collective identity plays a large role in 

movements and their sustenance. It is interactively and continuously constructed 

within the movement and describes a shared narrative, values, unity, and collective 

self-understanding, which can equally apply to national identity. Both identities are  

mainly cultivated by the symbolic and emotional elements of a movement such as 

distribution of imagery, narratives, and symbols, which are widely spread and shared 

beyond the boundaries of nation states through, e.g., social media. Thus, ICTs today 

are significant in forming and maintaining a social movement.  This can make 

movements become transnational; and since especially people in the diaspora have an 

interest in developments in their home state, in addition to holding other types of 

resources, they have historically often carried an active part in nationalist movements. 
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Therefore, I will explore the role of a diaspora in nationalist movements in the next 

section and analyze how far a social movement can reach in shaping national identities 

in the diaspora.  

 

4. Diasporas, social movements, and identity 
 

A diaspora, in its commonly studied use, is an ethnic or national (or both) expatriate 

community that has originally been dispersed from an (ancestral) homeland to 

multiple foreign regions and still relates to this homeland in a collective memory, 

solidarity and identity (Safran 1991, 83–84). Not all migrants or their descendants 

relate to their homeland in this way, and therefore not all expatriates of a state or region 

are necessarily part of its diaspora (Cohen 2008, 13). The term diaspora originally 

referred to the Jewish experience(s) of dispersal and was therefore conceptually 

shaped by this specific group (Sheffer 2009, 9). Later, diaspora studies expanded 

towards other dispersed groups, until today many groups could be called diaspora s. 

Important examples are the Greek, Armenian and African diaspora, but also Kurds, 

Cubans, Italians, Pakistanis, Russians and Iranians, to name just a few (Cohen 2008, 

4–5). Through history, many groups have been, sometimes repeatedly, displaced, and 

diasporas therefore form a significant part of global society and politics  (Adamson 

2019, 211).  

 

There is ambiguity between scholars whether diasporas only refer to forcefully 

displaced groups, or also voluntary migrants (Cohen 2008, 6; Sheffer 2009, 9). Again 

other scholars aim to widen the framework of diaspora towards “transnational 

communities” in general, a term vastly used in recent literature (see Al-Ali and Koser 

2003). In this text, though, I refer to the narrow definition of diaspora as an ethnic or 

national group voluntarily or forcefully displaced. Further, the literature on diaspora 

identities commonly associates these to the home-host state trope, but identities can 

also go beyond these binaries and strengthen transnational networks, communities 

and notions of belonging (Reddy 2016, 49). Despite the complexity of diasporas, I will 

nevertheless focus on home-host notions of diasporas to keep the attention on the 

development of national identity in the diaspora.   
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While diasporas tend to see themselves as the “other” of the host state they reside in, 

their members often aim to mobilize a shared collective identity or “imagined 

community” (Adamson 2012, 13). Members of diasporas often choose to maintain their 

identity of origin, and remain in contact to their homeland, but also others who share 

their origin (Sheffer 2009, 26). For expatriates, national identity is based on an 

imagination of the homeland and its history in a way that can mystify and dramatize 

its narrative (Said 1985, 55), which can diverge from national identities inside the 

homeland.  National identity, however, also tends to be suggested by the means of 

homogeneous categorization of the host state. By this, immigrants who did not affirm 

an, e.g., Italian national identity in Italy, but who were identified as Italian in their host 

state, acquired this national identity by identification and, then, interaction with other 

Italians (Adamson 2012, 17). Through this, previous localized identities become 

national identities, which means that the nation as a place and feeling of belonging can 

be more significant for expatriates than for people living in their place of origin. With 

a mobilization of a collective diasporic identity, migrants may live a dual identity: 

establishing ties and a life in the host state, while still longing for the home state (Reddy 

2016, 52). Still, asserting a diasporic identity can also be politically empowering in the 

way that the migrant need not settle in their minority status, but becomes part of a 

global network, which adds weight to claims against oppression or for migrants’ 

interests (Clifford 1994, 310). This political identity in the same way as a diasporic 

identity will continuously (re)produce itself – be it through transformation of external 

conditions, changes in discourse the homeland, or movement in migrants’ 

communities (Hall 2009, 244).  

During the last decades diasporas have increasingly taken part in home state politics  

in the form of social movements, often mediated by diasporic organizations (Baser and 

Halperin 2019, 216). The decision to politicize as a diaspora and form interest groups 

depends on the opportunities provided by the host state: in countries with an open 

political climate, diasporas are more likely to organize themselves, create both national 

and transnational political networks, and have a political impact (ibid.). Continued 

feelings of belonging and interest in the home state will equally encourage members of 

a diaspora to engage in issues of the home state, which produces transnational 

networks of information, resource mobilization and cooperation (Tarrow 2008, 181). 

Diasporic organizations and movements are often substantial in contributing to 

national identity – through the organization of events, a unified representation and 
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motivating immigrants to engage in diasporic activities and culture  (Ghorashi 2004, 

339). Through networks, groups in the home state gain access to diaspora expertise 

and communication networks, amounting to transnational collective action. This 

political action is harder for the nation state to control, as its reach to networks abroad 

is much more restricted (Tarrow 2008, 181). There are many diasporas that are part of 

social movements which focus on home state issues, though from a place outside that 

state, which is also reflected in literature. Examples for this are the Indian diaspora 

with institutions and leaders in South Africa, the U.S., or Australia (Reddy 2016, 70–

71), the Turkish diaspora engagement in Europe (Baser and Féron 2022), and Syrian, 

Iranian and Lebanese diaspora mobilization in the Global North (Baser and Halperin 

2019, 217).   

To be concise, diasporas tend to mobilize a shared collective identity among their 

members, which is based on sustained ties and imaginations of the homeland. In this, 

they can also assert a political identity and engage in home state politics, thereby 

creating networks, organizations and promoting a shared national identity. The next 

section will analyze a unique case, namely the Iraqi uprisings that started in October 

2019 and grew out of repeated failures of the government. Especially national identity 

played a large role for the protesters – it was a main theme on which supporters were 

engaged, and a reason why the protests lasted for such a long time in high numbers. 

Iraqis in the diaspora equally participated remotely through social media platforms or 

were engaged through their own diasporic communities. To set the context of this 

analysis, I will first provide a short background of the uprising, before focusing the 

analysis on how perceptions of national identity were conveyed to the diaspora in the 

UK, and whether the protests impacted their sense of national identity. For this, social 

media content is examined and divided into four categories: associations; events; art; 

and general social media engagement.  
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5. The 2019 Iraqi October Protests in Iraq and their 

repercussions in the UK 

5.1. Background of the protests and participation of the 

Iraqi diaspora in the UK 

 

The October Protests, or Tishreen1 uprising has been the largest protest in 

contemporary Iraq, starting in Baghdad on October 1st of 2019 and spreading to other 

cities. However, the protests were only an amplified continuation of older protests and 

contentions that had taken place since the Iraq War of 2003 and its subsequent regime 

change (Lovotti and Proserpio 2021, 648). Since then, Iraq had faced corrupt elitist 

governments, weak democratic institutions, the war against the Islamic State of Iraq 

and the Levant (ISIL), and a strong political interference by Iran and the U.S. (ibid.). 

In these conditions existing inequalities worsened, and structural problems such as 

unemployment and poor public services were aggravated (Mustafa 2022, 6). Facing 

these issues, the grass-roots, leaderless mobilization of October followed a social media 

campaign for an anti-government protest (Lovotti and Proserpio 2021, 649). In the 

beginning of October, the protesters comprised of few thousand people in Baghdad, 

mostly male highly-educated students under the age of 30, until on the 25th of October 

massive protests erupted in the form of protest camps in multiple cities (Lovotti and 

Proserpio 2021, 650). These counted about one million participants only in Baghdad, 

and a much higher diversity in gender, age, ethnicity and social status (Ibrahim 

05.12.2019). The aims of the protesters started from a critique of the government’s 

(in)actions, but soon rose to a revolution demanding a new political system with an 

arguably secular rule, and a real “homeland” (Mustafa 2022, 14). Iraqi security forces 

violently attempted to suppress the uprisings, with reportedly more than 400 

protesters killed and thousands more injured only by the end of 2019 (Hasan 

23.12.2019). Nevertheless, this only ignited new support for the protests  and grew 

resilience of the protesters. 

 

Apart from their size, what was new for the October Protests was the participation of 

multiple ethnic groups which all referred to their Iraqi identity during the protests, as 

opposed to religious or ethnic identities (Mustafa 2022, 5). This “marked a crucial 

 
1 Arabic for October 
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cross-sectarian moment” (ibid., 12) in a state in which Sunnis, Shiites, Christians, 

Kurds, Yazidis, Turkmens and other minorities live under the same government 

(Lovotti and Proserpio 2021, 648). Equally, slogans and chants like “khubz, hurriyya, 

dawla madaniyya” (bread, freedom, a civil state; translations taken from source) 

(ibid., 656) and “Nurid Watan” (We want a homeland) (Mustafa 2022, 1) showed that 

the essential issue were not the missing public services, but at heart was the wish for a 

homeland. The groups whose Iraqiness after 2003 was often undermined by 

discriminatory Shia-led governments, reclaimed a collective Iraqi identity during the 

protests (ibid., 7). This happened because of multiple factors: Over the course of 

months, protesters organized and imagined alternative realities  together, which built 

networks, relationships and identification with others (ibid.). Moreover, the chants, 

Iraq’s flag and other symbols connected emotions and belonging with political change 

and caused many to relate to the collective struggle (Lovotti and Proserpio 2021, 656). 

Most importantly, the protests painted a new picture of Iraqiness through art and 

slogans that moved away from its link to problems and political doom-ism and 

attracted participants and bystanders alike (ibid.). This strong connection between the 

October Protests and a developing new national identity makes this a highly relevant 

case for social movement research in connection to identity, which is why it is subject 

to this thesis.  

 

The Tishreen protests found global support, mainly from the Iraqi diaspora, who were 

attracted by social media, news broadcasts or records by personal contacts (ibid.). 

Solidarity protests emerged in the U.S., throughout Europe and in the UK (Kadhum 

2021, 5). The subsequent analysis will focus primarily on the diaspora in the UK, since 

it is one of the largest Iraqi diasporas – one of the reasons being British colonialism in 

Iraq – and correspondingly forms the political and cultural center of the Iraqi diaspora 

(Al-Ali 2007, 141). In the UK, several associations organized solidarity protests in front 

of the Iraqi embassy to raise awareness for the ongoing revolution (ibid.). Iraqi 

migrants constitute the state’s main asylum seekers and currently, between 350.000 

and 400.000 Iraqis are estimated to reside in the UK, the majority of them in London 

(Kadhum 2021, 2). The diaspora comprises of very varied groups – in multiple 

migration waves different ethnic and religious groups, highly and poorly educated 

migrants settled in the UK (ibid.). Through the ethno-sectarian rule by Shia and 

Kurdish Parties and politically weakened minorities, the division of ethnic and 

religious groups reverberated in the diaspora. Therefore, many identified with Iraq 
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through ethnic or religious ties, in contrast to an Iraqi national identity (Kadhum 2018, 

166). Ethnicity and religion had also been the main lines along which political 

participation and diaspora mobilization were drafted.  

 

In participating in the protests, politically active (or newly activated) diaspora 

members started organizing together with people outside of their own ethno-sectarian 

lines, and rather than pushing for their group’s aims, called for an end of ethno-

sectarian divided rule altogether. Through the October revolution, most significantly 

young Iraqis in the diaspora gathered a sense of the emerging national collective 

identity and desired to be part of it but were also astonished by the force with which 

the government tried to push back protesters. In the following I will present evidence 

on what impact the October protests since 2019 had on the formation of national 

identity among diasporan Iraqis in the UK, and whether this identity was transformed 

through the protests.  

 

5.2. Methodology 

For this case study, I conducted an online text analysis as a qualitative method. Social 

media are among the largest channels through which diasporas today can be in contact 

with their homeland, but also platforms which, except for private accounts, are publicly 

accessible, thus my focus lies on these. Additionally, they combine a diverse range of 

media formats and authors, which allows for a broad perspective on a movement. I 

sought out websites and Social Media accounts of Iraqi associations in the UK that were 

listed online, though not all of these have an online presence. Of the associations I 

found, I then examined home pages, profiles and “About us” spaces, and additionally 

what types of activities they had organized. Mostly over Twitter, and marginally 

Facebook and Instagram, I then looked for position statements written in English by 

Iraqi groups to the October protests, and hashtags like #IraqRevolution, 

#Save_the_Iraqi_People (which was later abandoned by protesters because of its 

victimizing wording), #IraqProtests, or #FreeIraq combined with #London or #UK. 

Through these and through the organizations, I found pictures and videos that were 

disseminated by individuals or organizations, symbols like the Iraqi flag, focusing 

mostly on the time between October 2019 until the end of 2020, when the protests 

were still ongoing, but with less momentum due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Moreover, 

blogs and partly articles provided a source for evidence, as they gave opinions of Iraqis, 
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and showed how the diaspora was taking part in the movement. Some of the 

organizations linked art and artists on posts, which opened another site of analysis. 

Through these, I observed some artworks that expressed thoughts on the October 

protests by art collectives or individual artists in the UK.  In all these sources, I looked 

for symbols, narratives, or statements that indicated a sense of national identity. 

Therefore, my analysis is interpretative, in order to relate empirical information with 

its meaning. In all of this, it remains clear that national identity is a highly subjective 

phenomenon and feelings of belonging cannot be generalized to a whole diaspora.  

5.3. Associations 

In older articles about the Iraqi diaspora in the UK, organizations were listed which 

occupy themselves with different topics relevant for Iraqi immigrants (Al-Ali 2007, 

141–142; Kadhum 2021, 4). Many of these organizations were most active during and 

shortly after the Iraq War of 2003, and either did not have an online presence or did 

not update it in recent years. Associations in the UK that were active since 2019 are the 

Iraqi Association, the Iraqi Democratic Movement (IDM), the Iraqi Youth Foundation 

(IYF), and the Association of Iraqi Academics UK (AIAUK), all of these based in 

London. The Iraqi Association is present on Twitter and Facebook, though it is mostly 

apolitical, similar to AIAUK and the IYF – they acknowledged and spoke out solidarity 

for the protests, though there was no further related action (Iraqi Association 

03.10.2019; IYF 2022; AIAUK 14.01.2020). The IDM had organized information 

meetings in London to earlier protests in Iraq, though it did not seem to organize 

protests in the 2019 revolution. Most action, rather, took place in a new association 

which was established in November 2019, calling itself Collective Action For Iraq 

(CAFI), and primarily concentrated on the October uprisings, as is evident by its 

“About Us” post on Instagram: 

“We are an independent, non-partisan collective of UK-based Iraqis 

organizing in support of the ongoing Iraqi revolution which started in October 

2019. CAFI […] also means “enough” in Arabic. Our aim is to raise awareness 

of the revolution itself, the human rights violations being committed against 

peaceful protesters, and to support their legitimate demands: against 

corruption, a lack of public services, sectarianism, and mass unemployment. 

We plan to do this by organizing more coordinated campaigns and targeted 

projects, by connecting Iraqi communities abroad with those at home. […] 
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Please leave sectarianism at the door. We are for a free and peaceful Iraq.” 

(CAFI 02.12.2019) 

The post shows the dedication of the organizers to support the aims of the uprising, 

and to bring Iraqi communities in the UK closer to their homeland , “home” clearly 

meaning Iraq. Simultaneously, the post signifies a collective, national identity by the 

organizers of CAFI towards Iraq, using “we”, articulating united aims, and the main 

point of identification between each other being “UK-based Iraqis” – with the emphasis 

on Iraqi, not British.  

The organization is most active on Twitter (CAFI 2022), and collected many, 

predominantly young UK-Iraqis to help organize or attend its various actions – 

protests, fundraisers, open meetings for involvement and expert talks. The example of 

CAFI proves Tilly’s (2002, 90) point that associations are crucial in arranging activities 

and consolidating one ideology, in this case an anti-sectarian Iraqi nationalism. 

Furthering Tilly’s statement, the actions of an association present a movement as more 

structured and unified, and usually work to recruit more participants, attracting 

sympathizers more easily with calls and a clear self-representation. Hence, an 

association bringing together people of a diaspora can play an important role in 

shaping their picture and identification with the homeland, being a major junction for 

many in their personal involvement with that state, as has been seen in Ghorashi’s 

(2004) analysis on diaspora organizations.  

5.4. Events: protests and fundraisers 

As stated earlier, in the UK and mostly in London, solidarity protests took place since 

the first days of October 2019. The venues of these were often on Trafalgar Square, 

which also displays an Iraqi Lamassu statue, recreated by an Iraqi-British artist after 

the original Lamassu statues, guarding the gates of an ancient Iraqi city, had been 

destroyed by ISIL (Armitstead 26.03.2018). The art piece, therefore, represents a part 

of a national historical legacy and fits symbolically to the demands for a homeland. The 

protesters also met at King’s Cross Station, and  in front of the Iraqi Embassy in London 

(The Baghdad Post 26.10.2020), to demonstrate their support towards the 

representatives of the Iraqi government in the UK. The solidarity protests were mostly 

organized and documented over Tweets by either associations (Iraq Journal 
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17.11.2019) or personal accounts (Ali 05.10.2019) with pictures and videos, whereas 

British news outlets did not report on diaspora activities during the uprising.  

The most vivid sign seen in all documented UK gatherings, just like in the protests in 

Iraq, was the Iraqi flag, symbolizing belonging and solidarity of the diaspora to the 

nation (Figure 1). The flag is a timeless and the main symbol representing Iraq to the 

outside but is also a point of connection between people identifying with Iraq abroad. 

Next to the flag, protestors brought demonstration signs with them, as is usual for 

social movements to communicate claims visually to the audience. Most of these held 

short slogans, both in Arabic and in English. English slogans were, for example: “Free 

speech for Iraqis”, “Iraq is rising”, “in Solidarity with Iraqi people”, and “We see you 

Iraq, we hear you” (Mehiyar 05.10.2019b). The slogans are similar in their message 

and convey unity and an ongoing collective struggle. 

The slogans also show the astonishment people felt over the Iraqi government’s 

attempt to violently suppress the uprising. The force of the government influenced the 

actions and possibilities of the protesters, but rather than dividing and intimidating 

them, it seemed to only grow their support and solidarity for each other. Like one 

article found, “[m]ost protesters realize that the dominant, multi-sectarian oligarchy - 

which is dividing the spoils among its key patrons - is, in fact, the ‘Other’ that resists 

their demands. This realization has fostered the non-sectarian identity of the protest  

 

Figure 1 Photo of a protest in front of BBC, London 

Source: @BPressCenter, Twitter, 02.11.2019.  
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movement and could develop cross-sectarian solidarities among society’s disaffected 

sectors” (Hasan 04.11.2019). The government resistance reverberated in the diaspora, 

fostering support and the urge carry the outcry of Iraqis into the world. In one rather 

large protest outside Kings Cross station in London, for example, people released white 

balloons into the sky together shortly after the uprisings had started, in remembrance 

of the protesters killed (Mesoptamian Nabu 17.11.2019). While letting the balloons fly, 

they chanted “God bless Iraq!”. In another video, protesters in London sang the Iraqi 

national anthem in unison, commented by the Tweet-author as “very moving” 

(Mehiyar 05.10.2019a). Especially videos show the energy that is often transmitted in 

protest crowds: speeches, songs, synchronized chants and the presentation of the 

group as a collective unit transmit a feeling of power and importance to the individual. 

Anderson (1991, 145) already argued that the singing of the national anthem creates an 

experience of simultaneity and unity, connecting the crowd under this act of honoring 

the nation. It makes the participants feel part of a greater whole and forms a deep 

community feeling. 

The motives of the protests in the UK become clear once more in a tweet CAFI wrote 

after their London event:  

“Thank you to everyone who was able to join us for our first event today, a 

walking vigil to commemorate the lives of those killed since 1 October. Despite 

the pushback, you were able to spread the message of Iraq’s revolutionaries to 

those around us, some of whom had never heard of the violence our siblings in 

Iraq have been subjected to. […]” (CAFI 09.12.2019) 

The word “siblings” portrays the strong connection to the motherland that the 

organizers of the protests hold, as still being part of the national “family” of Iraq, in 

spite and through all the differences and difficulties it has faced by its oppressor, the 

government. Further, the message creates a collective “we” (“our siblings”) and invites 

the protest participants to be part of this portrayed collective identity. The post 

additionally implies the widely held criticism towards the alleged scarcity of 

international news coverage about the Iraq uprisings and the apparent ignorance by 

Western media of the Arab world. Therefore, the diaspora felt a responsibility to take 

on the task of spreading word about the revolution and the unjust treatment the 

revolutionaries had faced. This was also seen in protests that took place outside of the 
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headquarters of the BBC, to openly criticize the company of its lack of protest coverage 

in Iraq. In the Tweet documenting the protest the author writes about the chant “BBC, 

don’t you see, Iraqis dying to be free!” (Ali 03.11.2019) being used in the protest.  

Additionally, fundraiser events were organized, like by CAFI in collaboration with an 

Iraqi diaspora creatives magazine, Shakomako, giving sympathizers of the uprisings an 

opportunity to contribute resources directly. One fundraiser event named “Sounds of 

Freedom Square” featured multiple British-Iraqi musicians with songs about the Iraqi 

revolution (CAFI 27.02.2020). On occasions like this multiple thousand pounds were 

raised and sent to Iraqi foundations supporting the protesters.  (CAFI 29.02.2020; 

JustGiving 2022). The donors partly added comments to their donations, such as: “For 

the beauty that is Iraq!”, “Love to my homeland”, and “You guys are Iraq” (JustGiving 

2022). These show the motives of people joining into the fundraiser, but also the 

feelings that were stirred concerning Iraq during the event that was filled with Iraqi 

music, narratives about the nation and other people similarly emotionally invested in 

the ongoing revolution. Equally, the money that people were willing to give affirms 

their urge to contribute to this political transformation that seemed to be under way in 

Iraq.  

Hence, solidarity protests and fundraisers were fundamental in shaping national 

identity, as they brought together people in real life and created a unitary group feeling. 

This made the protesters feel part of a small representation of the Iraqi nation in a 

space abroad. The evidence adds to Melucci’s argumentation for the building of a 

collective “we”, through which the protesters distinguish themselves from their 

environment, “them”. This division here is based on national boundaries, but also on 

people who are in favor of a new non-sectarian system, resulting in a new national 

group-awareness. 

5.5. Art: paintings, music, photography 

Art had a place in the October protests, as it does in other social movements, since it 

holds the advantage to express feelings, dreams and visions in a  deeper way than 

simple words. Paintings about the revolution were disseminated over Twitter in the 

UK, or glued to cardboard and brought to protests, like a group of faceless people with 

flags in their hands and their fists in the air, hugging each other (Kafa Iraq 

29.12.2019b). The painting gives a picture of a community representing the Iraqi 
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nation, standing united and strong, in contrast to a painting named “The Bleeding 

Martyr” with a person lying with open arms in a red-tinted surrounding, unjustly 

defeated by an enemy but somehow at peace (Kafa Iraq 29.12.2019a). A painting that 

was used for the promotion of one fundraiser by CAFI and appeared often clearly re-

stated the claim for a homeland (Figure 2). These paintings allow for the simultaneous 

creation and preservation of collective identity over time, as the artists can convey a 

certain feeling, longing, vision, or value, all of which play a role in building and 

sustaining identity. In the case of Iraq, the paintings also transmitted nationalist ideas 

of what the Iraqi nation is supposed to look, act, and feel like. By romanticizing 

belonging to this nation the pictures also attract diasporans to re -define or rebuild their 

identity. Simultaneously, the paintings can be transferred to others through ICTs, 

through which these persons get the chance to grasp and interpret this identity further 

towards their own versions of it. 

Similarly, this transmission of an identity happens with music about the uprisings, like 

the songs displayed at the CAFI fundraisers and disseminated over Twitter. In one of 

the songs, named “Where are you”, the anonymized artists rap in Arabic: “It was 

enough for me to see one picture, one video, one martyr, and I came here – a free soul 

living in an unfree country […] A revolution against everything that’s built since 2003 

Figure 2 Art piece “Free Iraq” by artist @itsmyneandyours 

Source: Mehiyar, Twitter, 29.02.2020a.  
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and maybe before that. You can be a part of it instead of against it. We  are here. Where 

are you?”, calling for others to join the revolution to claim their freedom (Iraq Journal 

16.12.2019). Another song says “Iraq, our never ending love, become a heaven, and 

when you die you will re-grow” (Mehiyar 29.02.2020b). Like poems, the songs lyrically 

paint pictures of the collective determination to free the country of its system as in the 

first song, or the romantic idea of a nation that is alive and can thrive, almost like a 

plant.  

Additionally, an online photo archive set up by an Iraqi-British artist at the start of 

2020 gave space to re-imagine Iraq as a homeland, connecting it to past versions of 

Iraq before 2003 (Al-Rawi 2020). The archive was a research project and invited Iraqi 

diasporans to submit old family pictures of Iraq with a description, which the 

researcher then grouped together on a website to narrate Iraq’s past. This connection 

of different narratives reinforces the idea of historical destiny, which lets people 

conclude that they must be still, continuously, and inevitably be connected to their 

fellow Iraqis. Equally, the pictures make the viewer imagine what can be possible for 

the future of Iraq, inspiring for action and fostering a community feeling.  

Thus, through art, more symbolic, sentimental, and nostalgic notions of Iraq as a 

homeland, but also of the protestors as heroes trying to save that homeland, could be 

transmitted. The photos, paintings and songs encapsulate and spark compassion and 

deep feelings of belonging between members of the nation, and even love, as Anderson 

describes in his examination of nationalism. The mystification and dramatization 

articulated by Said (1985) find new outlets for expression in these artforms, adding to 

the diaspora narrative of a homeland. 

 

5.6. Social media interaction  

Since some international news outlets, as allegedly the BBC, did not report all 

information on protests, some Iraqi diaspora organizations, but also individuals turned 

to collect important news about the protests themselves, and posted them on their 

social media platforms (mostly Twitter and Facebook) for other Iraqi diasporans to 

follow (CAFI 04.12.2020). This exchange of protest updates, newest events  and 

numbers of injured protesters invited people from the diaspora to take up mediating 

roles between events inside Iraq and the outside. It sparked dialogue between Iraqis 

following the protests online, identify with claims, or mourn and resent the violence of 
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the government with others online. Like already stated in the examination of 

nationalism, this sharing and synchronized consumption of news, according to 

Anderson (1991, 42), creates an understanding between people and fosters the 

imagination of a community invested in the same political events.  

Not only did the interaction over social media inform potential supporters abroad of 

the revolution and unjust treatment of protesters, but it also sparked feelings of 

belonging and emotional investment through imagery. As elucidated above, over many 

personal accounts, partly in English or Arabic, pictures and videos of the protests were 

posted, retweeted, shared and spread into the diaspora. Through images, one can 

personally see the streets filled with chanting people, flags, posters, buildings occupied 

and used as billboards by protesters, speeches: the feelings and the energy in the 

revolution can partly be carried out to others and their imagination (Twitter 2022). 

Hence, the diaspora could really connect to the protests, like one Iraqi diasporan 

explains on a blog:  

“I’d say that most of us in the diaspora have been completely absorbed, if not 

obsessed, with what is going on in our motherland. We are living it, body and 

soul, with the people in Iraq. If it wasn’t for social media, I don’t know what I’d 

do. It is giving us an opportunity to connect directly with people in Iraq, to share 

their vision and experiences. This is in complete contrast to the one-dimensional 

and one-sided images that came out of the Iraq war in 2003 from embedded 

journalists.” (Abdul Hadi 2019) 

The article shows that, in 2019, as opposed to social movements preceding a wide use 

of newer ICTs, social media played a crucial role in building networks, solidarity, and 

with this cultivating a national identity. The deep impact that information sharing 

through social media can have on the individual becomes clear in the above statement 

and can even enable people to “[live] it with the people in Iraq” as the author describes. 

This proves a significant point: the borders that are traditionally drawn between 

nations and national belonging are transcended and become fluid, thus people on 

another continent are still able to take part in a national struggle and share the national 

identity. This realization is not new, as it connects to Anderson’s (1998) examination 

of long-distance nationalism, though it was set in a time before ICTs. However, in the 
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current context in times of social media nationalism can take on new forms through 

the strong connectivity between home and host state.  

In consequence, utilizing social media enables social movements to have a much larger 

emotional trajectory that can connect people beyond physical proximity, in contrast to 

movements before the development of ICTs. Clearly, this is limited to people who 

actively use social media, which is why predominantly British Iraqis under the age of 

30 joined the diaspora activities concerning the revolution. The means by which social 

media has facilitated development and transmission of Iraqi national identity through 

different diasporic groups supports Hassan and Staggenborg’s (2015) , as well as 

Priante et al.’s (2018) arguments: In a less restricted online setting like the UK, social 

media remains a space where solidarity, community and action networks can be 

effectively built. In contrast, the Iraqi government at times blocked internet access 

altogether in the hope of cutting off protesters’ ability to spread information about the 

revolution, though they found innovative ways around the block-out to stay connected 

to the outside world (Asharq Al-Awsat 05.10.2019).   

5.7. Summarizing the findings 

While national identity in active diasporans was indeed strongly shaped by the 

movement, at least the people who started to mobilize the diaspora, like the founders 

of CAFI, must have already felt a connection and responsibility to support Iraq. Many 

people were already part of transnational networks, in order to even build motivation 

for initial actions. These groups and individuals then transformed and reinforced their 

own national identities and drew in more supporters through the above-described 

means. Associations like CAFI were crucial in connecting and uniting people under one 

ideology, building relationships, fostering emotional investment and in effect 

fundamentally shaping the national identity of their participants. Further, Events like 

solidarity protests and fundraisers create an experience of unity and a strong 

community, and therefore successfully encouraged a group self-awareness and 

building a collective “we” based on national belonging. Art, moreover, expressed 

symbolic notions of Iraq and romanticized belonging and sacrifice for the nation. The 

general use of social media for the protests was significant in shaping the national 

identity of the diaspora, as it released national identity from the boundaries of the 

nation state and made it come alive in the minds of people on another continent. Still, 
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this analysis only interpreted the content in the present sources and could not take into 

account parts of the diaspora who did not display their political engagement online. 

What connects these forms and outlets of political contention in forming national 

identity are three aspects: First, the use of symbolism and icons, such as flags, slogans, 

chants and visual art, which encapsulate feelings of belonging and identity and 

translate these to a large audience, which in turn can join and spread these symbols. 

Second, they spread a narrative and ideology that are disseminated throughout the 

diaspora and revive a sense of national belonging. They present Iraqis as heroes, trying 

to save Iraq and defying the government as an enemy. The latter is seen as part of the 

external forces that had previously divided the Iraqi national community, even though 

it is and should be intrinsically connected. The movement, therefore, aims to reconnect 

and unite all Iraqis and together rebuild a new system that is represe ntative of their 

unity. Third, they build community in building new relationships and networks 

between Iraqis who are interested in the same struggle, establishing an identification 

with these networks and through that, with the nation.  

 

6. Conclusion 
 

In this thesis, I examined how a social movement can impact the national identity of a 

diaspora, and on this basis analyzed the large-scale October Protests of Iraq in 2019 in 

connection to the Iraqi diaspora in the UK. In conceptualizing national identity as a 

theoretical starting point, it became clear that national identity is socially constructed 

through the imagination of community and fostered by nationalist narratives. This 

means that it is not confined to the ever-shifting state borders, since it comes alive in 

people’s minds. An important role here play social movements, and especially 

nationalist movements. In this next chapter social movements were defined as a 

sustained public act of political contention of a population against certain 

powerholders, and collective identity showed to play a vital role for a movement’s 

sustenance. Like the nation, it can be interactively constructed within a movement, and 

describes a collective narrative and self-understanding relating to an external 

environment. National identity can be equally shaped within nationalist movements, 

mostly through “emotional” elements: circulating narratives, symbolism, and imagery.  
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Through today’s ICTs, these elements are not confined to states or borders and 

therefore, diasporas can easily display interest in social and political change in their 

homeland. Diasporas, as examined in the third step, are dispersed migrant 

communities from a homeland into foreign regions, and do tend to engage with their 

home state and establish collectivities to maintain their original national identity. 

Since this identity, as illustrated, is subject to social transformation, it can diverge from 

the home state but can also be impacted by home state movements if it engages in 

these.  

 

To examine this hypothesis, I analyzed the impact of the Iraqi October Protests of 2019 

in the diaspora in the UK. The protests were the largest anti-government protests in 

contemporary Iraq and soon expanded from a critique of the government’s 

wrongdoings after 2003 to a cry for an anti-sectarian political transformation and a 

real “homeland”. After a united Iraqi identity had been repeatedly undermined in 

previous years, the protests were highly significant in that Iraqis rebuilt a new 

collective Iraqiness. This evolving national identity spilled over to UK-based Iraqis, 

who comprise of one of the largest diasporas. This argument was demonstrated 

through my empirical examination of social media engagement among British Iraqis 

during the time of the October Protests. The analysis showed that social media was 

crucial in spreading and developing a shared national identity of Iraqi diasporans of 

the UK. Significantly, associations like CAFI were central in recruiting and organizing 

solidarity activities, and, moreover, events aided in constructing a collective group-

awareness. Equally, art with its symbolic, emotionalized notions of identity and 

belonging, and general social media interaction with the spreading of information and 

imagery created community, relationships, networks, and an emotional attachment, 

all of which are part of national identity. Hence it could be stated that social movements 

do impact the national identity of a diaspora, namely through symbolism, narratives 

and building of community.  

 

Looking beyond the case study, this analysis makes clear that national identity is a 

social construction that can transcend borders depending on communication 

possibilities and political organization in the diaspora. This raises the question whether 

the concept of national identity is as inevitable and permanent as is often articulated. 

Especially looking at diasporas, where multi- or transnational identities come together, 
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and how fluid they can make imagined national borders, what kind of identity is 

national identity today and where does it transcend into a transnational one?  

Simultaneously, we need to interrogate whether the nation state established in the 17th 

century is still the “truest” form of political organization, and whether national identity 

is in fact the “right” form of a collective identity of cohabitants. Even though the Iraqi 

movement advocated for a more just and inclusive nation, a new system as envisioned 

by protesters is not predestined to be a completely “free” one , when it is still 

articulating a predetermined Iraqi identity. This means that national identity is a 

concept that needs to be viewed critically, while acknowledging its potential for 

empowering and uniting ordinary people. However, what is certain is that national 

identity will constantly change according to the social realities it is embedded in, and 

according to the social movements aiming to change these realities. New systems and 

changing nations will bring with them new movements and new identities that feed 

into collective imaginations of community. For researchers, this also means that social 

movement research will adapt to these ever-changing circumstances. Ultimately, we 

see that national identity is a fluid concept that needs to embrace wider feelings of 

belonging.  
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